The U2 series of printers has been upgraded!

While the U2 Standard is still in the market, they are not currently being manufactured.

The series is now offered in the following configurations:

- **U2 Smart** (½” print)

- **U2 SmartOne** (1” print)

- **U2 Pro-S** – Solvent based meant for printing on non-porous materials.

All of these can be purchased online at [https://shop.inkjetinc.com](https://shop.inkjetinc.com)
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SET UP – LANGUAGE, MEASUREMENT & SYSTEM CLOCK

   (Setting Language to English)

   (Setting Measurement to Inch)

   (Setting System clock)
HOW TO ADJUST PRINT POSITION

Go to the Message Browser Mode. Select the message to be printed, and press “Tab” to set up the printing delay.
ENABLING THE PRINTING PROCESS

Press “Print On” to start printing

4.1 SYSTEM TESTS

1. SELF TEST
2. LCD
3. LED

4.1.1 SELF TEST

TEST COMPLETED!